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HOW THE CLOUD CAN IMPROVE THE CAMPUS ID
CARD ISSUANCE PROCESS
Here are just a few ways cloud computing can help colleges more
efficiently and effectively create ID cards and improve customer
service.

Cloud computing improves
efficiency and customer service
because it eliminates many of
the challenges associated with
on-premises PC-based systems.

Issuing student identification (ID) cards at the beginning of the school year,
semester or quarter is challenging for many institutions of higher education.
With the majority of student IDs printed during registration or summer student orientation, campuses often experience long lines of students flooding
their small card issuance offices.
For campuses that use traditional on-site issuance systems, this problem is
often caused or exacerbated by the computers used by card offices, says Nils
Wahlander, senior marketing manager for HID Global.
“Universities that have traditional ID card systems need to install the issu-
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ance application and card printer drivers onto their PCs,” he says. “The IT team
also typically gets involved to make sure that somebody can successfully load
the application on the computer and point it back to the existing university
database.”
Even after the application is installed, however, a campus card office can
experience a whole host of other PC-related issues. For example, Windows
regularly releases updates to its operating system, which can cause the card
system to malfunction.
“This might not break the main software application, but a traditional card
issuance system has card printers, cameras, signature pads, card readers and
other peripherals that are also connected to the software application or the
Windows operating system,” says Wahlander. “If any of those peripherals
haven’t made the correct adjustments for the latest Windows update, something can go wrong.”
As a result, campus card offices usually have an abundance of PCs available,
just in case one of them acts up. For example, during new student orientation
at the beginning of the school year, they might only use two or three workstations but have two more set up and on hand so that if one malfunctions, it
can be quickly replaced. However, during the rest of the year when there is a
much smaller demand for ID cards, most of those workstations sit idle in the
campus card office, which is an inefficient and expensive use of resources.

Cloud Computing Comes to the Rescue
Fortunately, cloud computing can help address these and many other challenges associated with the traditional card issuance process, making it more
efficient and effective.
Cloud computing removes the software and applications from PCs and puts
them on a remote server that can be maintained by a third party. This means
that updates to the software and firmware are done automatically and are no
longer the responsibility of campus IT. Employees of the card issuance office
are provided access rights (a login and password) and then can connect to the
system via a web browser using their laptop, iPad, mobile phone or any other
mobile device. They no longer need to worry about their devices not working
because they don’t have the correct or updated software installed.
“It gives you a lot more flexibility, and you don’t have to set up so many
redundant workstations,” says Wahlander. “You can have two workstations
that are always there in the card office. Then for orientation, you bring in
some extra laptops, tablets or iPads just for that period.”
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Distributed Workload Makes Card Issuance More Efficient
Another practice that helps speed up ID card issuance and cut down on long
lines is to take the issuance process to where the students are located so the
workload can be distributed.
Many campuses have already adopted this approach with their traditional,
PC-based card issuance programs by putting their PCs and other peripherals
(printers, cameras, etc.) on carts that can be moved from location to location.
Although this approach has helped speed up the process somewhat, it still
can experience the issues described above because it is PC-based.
With a cloud-based solution, however, PC maintenance and software update
issues are a thing of the past. Additionally, tablets and other mobile devices
can be used to take photos, further helping to distribute the workload and
speed up the process.
“After the photo is taken, universities can then submit the card to be printed
back at a central location, off-site or they can bring a printer with them, plug
it into the network and then the card will be printed right where they are,”
says Wahlander
Kent state has adopted this approach, using HID® Global’s FARGO® Connect™ cloud-based ID card printing solution.
“The primary benefits of this solution are the mobile image capture and
printing, as well as the web-based production application,” says Michael
O’Karma, who is manager of the school’s FLASHcard operations. “The graphi-
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cal user interface (GUI) is no longer necessary on every print station we
commission on campus. As a multi-campus system that is geographically
dispersed, an opportunity is now available for us to reduce support at our
regional locations while still providing a card issuance solution. The reduction
in wait times and personal experiences that accompanied the mobile images
and printing at our orientations was also highly beneficial.”

Cloud-based Systems Improve Customer Experience
As Kent State’s experience demonstrates, not only are campuses enjoying the
efficiencies and cost savings provided by cloud-based ID card issuance solutions, students and faculty members are enjoying them too. For institutions
of higher education that want to maintain or improve their brand’s reputation,
a process of issuing IDs at the beginning of the year that is fast and easy for
students makes a great first impression.
Administrators at one prestigious university in the Northeast recognized
this fact and found that their on-premise approach to card printing was not
worthy of its community and reputation. In response, they built a new service
center that incorporates FARGO Connect’s cloud-based ID issuance solution,
which helps them focus on customer experience.
“We could not have staff sitting behind desks or counters waiting for customers to approach us,” a representative from the university tells Campus
Safety. “We would need to actively greet and engage each person at entry and
help guide them to the services they need. It was obvious the existing card
printing stations would not fit into this vision. In exploring our alternatives,
we found the features of FARGO Connect would allow our staff to bring the
service functions to the customer and not the other way around. Our staff
uses tablets to accomplish the photo taking, data entry and print job submission functions from anywhere in the service center.”
The cloud also enables colleges to offer self-serve kiosks for individuals who
lose their badges. This makes the card reissuance process more convenient for
the campus and its customers.
“Now it may be possible for students to get a card printed on their time,
which is usually at midnight, by authenticating it at a kiosk where they can
initiate the issuance process outside of the card office” Wahlander says.
Another benefit to a cloud-based system includes remote printer activity
tracking, maintenance and diagnostics allowing card offices to be proactive in
their printer management tasks, such as cleaning a printer and replacing consumables. Additionally, these systems should be secured using industry leading encrypted certificates from providers such as Identrust® so the data they
process is always transmitted securely.
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Involve Appropriate Stakeholders When Making the Transition
In light of the advantages covered so far, it makes sense for colleges to evaluate
if cloud-based ID card issuance systems are right for them. This solution can be
effectively implemented on a wide variety of campuses, large and small.
Obviously, big institutions with multiple remote locations and thousands of
students, faculty and staff members greatly benefit from a cloud-based system. However, smaller schools that don’t have as many resources to manage
PCs and their peripherals could also experience greater cost savings, efficiencies and improved customer service with the cloud.
Before any decision is made, however, all of the appropriate stakeholders
must get involved so that everyone agrees on a solution, and gaps are identified
and addressed. IT officials must participate. Other stakeholders that should be
involved include campus public safety, food service, residence life and more.
Another helpful step is to visit other campuses that are already using cloudbased card issuance systems. Doing so will enable the institution considering
the cloud to see the process first-hand and discuss with the other institution
the strengths and weaknesses of this type of solution.
Taking a hybrid approach might be a good first step for many institutions. A
hybrid system might include certain aspects of the process being cloud-based
(such as the printers and photo capture) while other portions are local (such as
one-card solutions from companies like CBORD). Additionally, the web-based
solution does not need to be on third-party servers. It could be an on-premise
cloud solution that is run from the institution’s own servers if administrators
prefer to maintain control of their card issuance server updates.

Ask the Right Questions to Find the Best Solution
The decision to move to a cloud-based ID card issuance system should not be
taken lightly. The following questions will help put a campus on the right path:
■W
 ill the solution we are considering more effectively utilize our resources?
■ Will it meet our business needs?
■W
 ill it help us offer a better student experience and shorten their wait
times for IDs?
■D
 o we want the flexibility to capture photos outside of the card office?
■ Do we want to cut down on the number of PCs we are maintaining?
■ Is our campus using cloud computing in other areas? If so, can economies
of scale be achieved? Can we leverage other stakeholders’ expertise and
servers?
■D
 o we want to use data from our card issuance system to help predict
maintenance needs rather than be reactive?
■D
 o we want updates to the software to be more seamlessly delivered?
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■ How secure is my current system?
■ Do we want the added security of utilizing the cloud’s premium software
and server protections? What is the actual uptime performance?
■ What card technologies can be encoded/read inside the printer vs. post
print?
■ Does the vendor support commitment fit my needs? What has been the
actual support performance at live sites?
■ What can the new system do that the current system cannot and vice
versa?
■ If the roadmap of campus ID cards will lead to electronic credentialing,
will this solution migrate easily for campus-wide adoption?
Getting answers to all of these questions will help to ensure that your institution selects the right solution. Very often, at least a portion of that solution
will be cloud-based.
For more information, visit www.HIDGlobal.com/FARGO-Connect.
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